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Incremental Weights

Incremental weights are easily accessible 

from the seated position. Numeric selection 

allows users easy reference for future use. 

User Amenities

Designed with the user in mind, all Ultra 

single-station strength machines offer a 

conveniently located accessory pad, bottle 

and towel holder.

Electronic Rep Counter

Integrated system tracks repetitions,  

activity time and rest time for a simplified  

workout experience.

Adjustment Points

Conveniently located adjustment points are 

clearly marked for ease of use. 

Converging/Diverging Motion

Matrix machines offer converging and 

diverging motions that encourage a natural 

path of motion for increased user comfort.

Exercise Placards

Conveniently located and easy-to-read 

exercise placards offer a quick reference to 

targeted muscle groups and proper machine 

use. Placards offer color references to easily  

identify muscle-group categories. 

Action Specific Grips™

Ergonomically designed, function-specific 

handles reduce stress on contact points to 

enhance user feel, form and function.

Low-profile Stack Height

Entire Ultra series strength line has  

a low-profile, 122 cm / 48” stack height.

+ + + +

+ + + +



+ +

converging arm movement provides a natural path of motion

adjustable start position facilitates increased range of motion

Action Specific Grips™ provide greater comfort and minimal point pressure

designed for easy entry and exit

converging arm movement provides a natural path of motion

dual-position hand grips allow for greater training variety

Action Specific Grips provide greater comfort and minimal point pressure

counterbalanced pressing arm for optimized starting resistance

reclining seat position for better posture and support
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Converging Shoulder PressConverging Chest Press
G7-S13 G7-S23
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+

diverging arm movement provides a natural path of motion

angled seat encourages proper user position

thigh pads easily adjust to provide stability and comfort

Action Specific Grips provide greater comfort and minimal point pressure

Diverging Lat Pulldown
G7-S33



+

diverging arm movement provides a natural path of motion

dual-position hand grips allow for greater training variety

Action Specific Grips provide greater comfort and minimal point pressure

adjustable chest pad accommodates users of all sizes

Diverging Seated Row
G7-S34
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+ +

rotating handles adapt to users of all sizes

Action Specific Grips provide greater wrist comfort and minimal point pressure

angled back pad reduces stress, improving stabilization and comfort

independent motion for greater exercise variety

Action Specific Grips provide greater wrist comfort and minimal point pressure

pivoting handles accommodates users of all sizes

designed for easy entry and exit

Triceps Press
G7-S42

Independent Biceps Curl
G7-S40



++

rotating arms accommodate users of all sizes and improves range of motion

angled user position for enhanced comfort and stabilization

contoured elbow pads provide greater arm comfort

independent arms facilitate greater exercise variety

oversized arm pads provide comfort and accommodate users of a variety of sizes

rotating handles provide natural motion

Lateral Raise Pectoral Fly
G7-S12G7-S21
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+

angled and adjustable seat carriage provides greater user comfort

guide rod and bearing-designed carriage enhances user feel

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

Leg Press
G7-S70



+ +

angled seat and back pads encourage full quadriceps contraction for user movement

self-adjusting tibia pad for greater ease of use

pivot location clearly marked to encourage correct alignment

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

back pad, tibia pad and range-of-motion adjustments are easily accessible from a seated position 

angled seat and unique pivot location for full hamstring contraction

adjustable thigh pad provides stabilization during exercise

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

Seated Leg CurlLeg Extension
G7-S71 G7-S72
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+

contoured elbow pads provide greater stabilization and user comfort

divergent pad angle eliminates lower back stress

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

Prone Leg Curl
G7-S73



+

25-degree angle for optimal glute activation

adjustable chest pad accommodates users of all sizes

oversized foot platform for greater stability

Glute
G7-S78
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+ +

adjustable start position facilitates increased range of motion

foot pegs and contoured knee pads provide user stabilization and support

reclined position for greater lumbar comfort

adjustable start position facilitates increased range of motion

foot pegs and contoured knee pads provide user stabilization and support

reclined position for greater lumbar comfort

Hip Adductor
G7-S74

Hip Abductor
G7-S75



+ +

angled seat position provides greater lumbar support

range-of-motion adjustment accommodates a variety of users and start positions

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

curved back pads for full muscular contraction and comfort

self-aligning handles adjust to accommodate users of all sizes

dual-pivot design for natural abdominal crunch motion

Action Specific Grips provide greater comfort and minimal point pressure

Abdominal CrunchCalf Extension
G7-S77 G7-S51
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+ +

kneeling position minimizes low-back stress while stretching hip flexors

contoured knee pads for enhanced comfort and stability

range of motion with 8 different user positions

oversized handlebars accommodate a wide variety of users

multi-position foot placement accommodates a variety of users

thumb-switch controls allow easy adjustments

contoured back pad for enhanced user comfort

Rotary Torso
G7-S55

Back Extension
G7-S52
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NOTE: Actual colors may vary from the colors seen on your viewing screen or print.

Black / Standard Slate Blue (Optional) Clay Red (Optional)

American Beauty (Optional)Graphite (Optional)

Hazelnut / Alloy (Optional)

Available on Versa & Ultra only

Alloy / Graphite (Optional)

Available on Versa & Ultra only

Alloy (Optional)

Product pricing is reflective of standard upholstery only. 

Other color options available at an additional charge.

Custom Upholstery Branding (6-week lead time) – once all artwork completed.

• Upholstery wraps available only on Aura series.

Logo requirements: Adobe Illustrator CS3 or later vector file.

Custom upholstery colors available. Contact your Matrix sales representative for pricing information.

Strength Upholstery

STRENGTH WARRANTY (USA ONLY)

Frame (Not Coatings)** 10 years

Weight Stacks 5 years

Pulleys 5 years

Pivot Bearings 5 years

Other Items Not Specified 3 years

Labor 3 years

Upholstery / Cables / Springs / Grips 1 year

Accessories 6 months

Parts 1 year

Labor (Excluding Upholstery / Cables / Grips) 1 year

Upholstery / Cables / Grips / Springs 90 days

** Frame is defined as the welded-metal base of the unit and does not include removable parts. 

Note : All specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual products may differ from those pictured in this catalog.

ULTRA SINGLE-STATION
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT WEIGHT STACK

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH METRIC ENGLISH

L W H L W H KG LBS. KG LBS.

G7-S12 - Pectoral Fly 120 168 140 47 66 55 260 573 91 200

G7-S13 - Converging Chest Press 118 147 130 47 58 52 297 656 109 240

G7-S21 - Lateral Raise 110 143 140 43 56 55 277 610 91 200

G7-S23 - Converging Shoulder Press 164 147 130 65 58 52 375 827 109 240

G7-S33 - Diverging Lat Pulldown 155 128 196.5 61 50 78 398 878 109 240

G7-S34 - Diverging Seated Row 163 127 132 64 50 52 311 685 109 240

G7-S40 - Independent Biceps Curl 136 170 132 54 67 52 251 554 91 200

G7-S42 - Triceps Press 154 107 132 61 42 52 306.5 675 109 240

G7-S51 - Abdominal Crunch 132 122 148 52 48 58 259 571 109 240

G7-S52 - Back Extension 156 120 132 61 47 52 283       623 109 240

G7-S55 - Rotary Torso 115 121 139 45 48 55 243       537 91 200

G7-S70 - Leg Press 193 112 132 76 44 52 404 891 181 400

G7-S71 - Leg Extension 129 122 132 51 48 52 293 646 109 240

G7-S72 - Seated Leg Curl 140.5 118 132 56 47 52 302 666 91 200

G7-S73 - Prone Leg Curl 175 111 132 69 43 52 264 581 91 200

G7-S74 - Hip Adductor 172 164 132 68 65 52 271 598 109 240

G7-S75 - Hip Abductor 172 75 132 68 30 52 271 597 109 240

G7-S77 - Calf Extension 149 114 149 59 45 59 261 575 181 400

G7-S78 - Glute 206 96.5 137 81 38 54 302 666 64 140


